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Abstract 
The development of web mapping industry is so fast that hundreds of web mapping software 
products are being created each year. These products are usually parts of three solution categories: a) 
proprietary solutions, b) Open source solutions, or c) Web 2.0 mashup solutions. Due to the 
solutions’ maturity, rich functionalities and great external support, most enterprises use proprietary 
products to build their web mapping applications. Seldom are the latter two, named as non-
proprietary solutions in this study, ever used in corporations. This study explores the suitability of 
non-proprietary web mapping solutions for WSP Sweden. 

Two prototype applications are developed using one Open source web mapping solution and one 
Web 2.0 mashup solution. Both applications attempt to accomplish similar tasks as an existing 
application, Stockholmshem tree inventory project, to demonstrate the functional potential of each 
solution. The implementation process will help to further access both prototype solutions on the basis 
of: a) how well they satisfy WSP’s list of demands; b) their implementation difficulty; and c) their 
response performances. The results indicate that both categories of non-proprietary solutions can 
satisfy the most important demands of WSP’s basic web mapping application. While Open source 
solutions are more suitable for meeting advanced demands, mashup solutions can help to quickly 
establish a simple application. The combinational use of both solutions is a promising alternative to 
the predominant ArcIMS-based proprietary solution used at WSP.  
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1. Introduction 

In the past twenty years, Internet technology benefited from the implementation of HyperText 
Markup Language (HTML), the HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP), and the World Wide Web has 
had profound influence on the development and research of Geographic Information System (GIS). 
Xerox Corporation developed the first web mapping application in 1993 as an experimental tool for 
interactive spatial data exploration over the web. The first distributed library service for spatially 
referenced data was established by the US National Science Foundation funded Alexandria Digital 
Library Project in 1994. In less than two decades, GIS has evolved from a centralized system that 
requires high level of expertise to a distributed system that integrates with Internet technology. The 
terms web mapping, web-based GIS, Internet GIS, online GIS and Internet distributed GIServices all 
refer to such a thriving field (Dragicevic, 2004). 

The Internet has facilitated the gathering of data from many different sources in a seamless fashion, 
which created a synergy effect where the overall source is greater than the sum of its parts. An 
earliest example was created by Plewe (1997), the service called The Virtual Tourist was able to 
access data distributed literally across thousands of sites by pointing and clicking on the map. 
Internet GIS is the democratization of spatial data, for that GIS has now become more open, 
accessible and mobile. Duplication of data is avoided. Another advantage of Internet GIS is that it 
has greatly extended the potential pool of GIS users. The web not only gives the best propagandise 
for GIS, but also enables cheap GIS access for millions of users who cannot afford expensive 
professional desktop GIS (Green and Bossomaier, 2002).  

The development of web mapping industry is so fast that hundreds of web mapping software 
products are being created each year. These products are usually parts of three solution categories: a) 
proprietary solution, b) Open source (OS) solution, or c) Web 2.0 mashup solution. Due to the 
solutions’ maturity, rich functionalities and great external support, most enterprises use proprietary 
products to build their web mapping applications (Doyle and Daly, 2010). OS solutions, shorter in 
development history and more difficult to master, are mostly used in scientific researches. The use of 
web 2.0 mashup solutions, however, ceases at an entertainment level for non-GIS professionals. 
Seldom are the latter two solutions ever used in corporations. This thesis will look into the suitability 
of the latter two non-proprietary solutions in the context of WSP, where this study is taken place.  

1.1 Synopsis – web mapping at WSP 
WSP Group is a global management and consultancy enterprise. Established in the UK in the 70s, the 
company provides full range of services from planning to design, implementation and maintenance in 
various fields such as property, transportation and infrastructure, environment and energy. Today, 
WSP Group is a rapidly expanding multinational enterprise with offices in 35 countries around 
Europe, North America, Asia, Africa, Middle East, and Oceania (Erixon, 2010).  

Geographic Information (GI) has been a relatively young field in WSP. The GI department only 
exists in Sweden, Finland, UK, and WSP Sells (in US), among which WSP Sweden is the biggest 
with around 70 people employed in different sectors such as surveying, laser scanning, 
photogrammetry, GIS and web mapping. WSP in Stockholm is the biggest web mapping consultancy 
vendor in the country, whose web mapping history can be dated back to 2000, shortly after the 
science of web mapping emerged and when the ArcIMS software was first released (Erixon, 2010).  

Most web mapping applications developed at WSP are Intranet applications designed for internal use 
of WSP’s customers. In the GI department in Stockholm, Storstockholms Localtrafik AB (SL), the 
company responsible for overall public transport in Stockholm County, is one of WSP’s major clients. 
WSP has built a web mapping application for SL’s internal web, so that SL personnel can retrieve 
information about routes, stops, area of agreement as well as perform statistical analysis. Another 
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important client of WSP GI department is Stockholmshem, Sweden’s second largest public housing 
company who has over 50 000 tenants within the city of Stockholm. Several web mapping 
applications that help to visualize and manage real estate information were designed for this company 
(Lundberg et al. 2010). 

Similar to many corporations, WSP uses solely proprietary products for their projects. In particular, 
the combined use of Microsoft SQL Server as backend database, and ArcIMS as map rendering 
engine has dominated more than ninety percent of the organization’s development of web mapping 
applications. Nevertheless, being heavily dependent on proprietary solution is not necessarily wise. 
Depending on situations, the advantage of a solution in one task might be the downfall in the other. 
For instance, the rich functionalities provided by ArcIMS will be an extra burden on the system if all 
an application needs is to display several layers of data. On the other hand, OS and Web 2.0 mashup 
solutions, being more lightweight, may bring unexpected efficiency to both the implementation 
process and the final application performance. Therefore, for enterprises in web mapping industry, it 
is important to be updated with the capability of non-proprietary web mapping solutions as well. 
Very few studies have been made focusing on this aspect. This paper is an attempt in this direction. 

1.2 Aims of study 
The aim of this study is to explore the potential of non-proprietary web mapping solutions in 
satisfying the needs and requirements in corporations like WSP, and thus complementing or even 
replacing the predominate role played by proprietary solutions in the current corporate environment. 
Here non-proprietary solutions refer to both OS solution and Web 2.0 mashup solutions. To achieve 
this objective, two prototype applications will be developed using one OS web mapping solution and 
one Web 2.0 mashup solution. Both applications will attempt to accomplish similar tasks to 
demonstrate the functional potential of each solution. The implementation process will shed some 
light on how non-proprietary web mapping solutions work in general, and more importantly help 
access both prototype solutions on the basis of: a) how well they satisfy WSP’s list of demands; b) 
how difficult it is to implement an application using each solution; and c) how well their response 
performances are compared to the two-second critical response time of a web application. By doing 
the abovementioned tasks, this thesis ultimately aims to give a fair assessment on the suitability of 
non-proprietary web mapping applications for use in WSP.    

1.3 Structure of the thesis 
This thesis is organized as follow: section 2 introduces the essence of web mapping technology, and 
provides a review of current available web mapping solutions; section 3 gives a brief background of 
the proprietary web mapping solution currently used at WSP, and introduces the software 
components involved in this study; section 4 gives a detailed explanation of the implementation and 
evaluation processes of two non-proprietary prototype solutions; the results are presented in section 5; 
a discussion of the implications of the results and the limitation of the study is given in section 6; 
finally, section 7 presents conclusions and suggestions for future research. 
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2. Web mapping technology 

Like many other online applications, web-based GIS use the standard client-server modeling for 
network computing. Figure 1 illustrates this architecture. Clients and Servers often operate on 
separate hardware over computer network. A client is typically a web browser. Common web 
browsers on the market include Internet Explorer, Mozilla Firefox, and Google Chrome etc. Server, 
on the other hand, is a high-performance host that provides services and sharing resources with 
multiple clients. A map rendering engine is usually built on top of a web server and linked with a 
backend GIS database ready to retrieve and render data. The client communicates with server by 
sending HTTP request, the server in turn process the request, respond and send back HTML 
documents, maps and images for client display (Alesheikh, Helali and Behroz, 2002). 

        

Figure 1. Web-based GIS architecture. 

The client-server architecture contains three units: a presentation unit, a logical unit and a storage 
unit, where the logical unit serves as a link between the other two. Usually client side is consisted of 
the presentation unit, while server side is consisted of the logical and storage units. Nevertheless, it is 
not always obvious which parts of a big system that act as server or client. Typically the client-server 
model can be further interpreted into three categories: thin client architecture, thick client architecture 
and moderate client architecture (Ringberg, 2005).  

To define the differences and similarities of thin, moderate and thick client, Open GIS Consortium 
(OGC) has portrayed four distinct stages as data is moved from data source to display (Figure 2). The 
filter service retrieves data from database according to query constraints. The Display Element 
Generator (DEG) service generates display elements based on the data retrieved. At this stage, styles 
will be assigned to each element. The render service then generates a rendered map from these 
display elements. The user can then eventually view maps through display service. Based on these for 
stages of interactive map retrieval, a client is said to be “thin” if it contains only the display service, 
“moderate” if it contains the render service besides the display service, “thick” if it also contains the 
DEG service (OGC, 2000a).  

                    Server 
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Figure 2. Thin, moderate and thick clients (OGC, 2000a). 

2.1 Proprietary web mapping solution 
Proprietary web mapping software is the most commonly used solution in corporations. Leading 
web-based GIS vendors include ESRI, AutoDesk, GeoMedia, and MapInfo. Each vendor has their 
own complete package, from backend database, map rendering engine, to web clients (Peng and Tsou, 
2003). External extensions and service packs may be purchased on demands. Proprietary solutions 
are extensively used in enterprises, municipal as well as educational institutes (Sussman, 1996).  

Great advantages exist in the solution. Proprietary software is sourced in a monolithic manner from a 
single vendor (Doyle and Daly, 2010). This means that server and client side software come as a 
single package rather than disparate components. Thus, the installation of proprietary solutions is 
very simple as no user-side configurations are required. Nor is it necessary for users to understand 
how exactly various components within a package communicate with one another to function as a 
whole. This is especially important for GIS professionals in a corporate environment, whose purpose 
is mainly focused on effectively creating web mapping applications, instead of learning the technical 
processes behind the scene. Furthermore, proprietary solution offers rich out-of-the-box templates 
and functionalities that allow users to easily set up basic applications. More functionality can be 
customized according to user needs. In addition, steadfast user supports are provided by the software 
vendors during any implementation process. Thus users are never left alone.   

Nevertheless, the rigidity of proprietary web mapping solution occurs once the solution is required to 
interact with other non-aligned systems. Many web mapping solution vendors have data of their own 
formats, e.g. SHP, DXF, and MIF. Cross platform handling of these proprietary formats requires 
additional software and thus is usually costly, time consuming as well as inaccurate (Clarke, 2010). 
Furthermore, proprietary vendors usually do not release the source code, which makes the products 
inextensible to suit different user needs. Users are restricted to functionalities provided in the 
incumbent system, and dependent on software vendors for further advice. Despite rich functionalities 
offered by propriety products, no single package answers every need. Depending on various available 
data source and different purposes of web mapping applications, certain spatial database, map 
rendering engine and web clients may be more suitable than others. In such cases, sticking with 
propriety software can be both costly and troublesome.  

2.2 Nonproprietary web mapping solution 

2.2.1 Open source web mapping solution 
On the other hand, OS software can be a promising alternative. Through the use of open standards or 
specifications, publicly available protocols or standards specifying certain programming rules or 
advices for implementing interfaces, OS software has a competitive edge over propriety software in 
terms of interoperability (Anderson and Moreno-Sanchez, 2003). Software components following the 
same standards can “operate reciprocally to overcome tedious batch conversion tasks, import/export 
obstacles, and distributed resource access barriers imposed by heterogeneous processing 
environments and heterogeneous data” (OGC, 2010b). Furthermore, OS software is cost free, which 
makes it very suitable for users unwilling to pay for expensive commercial products. In addition, 
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developed in a collaborative manner, OS software is often available in source code and permits users 
to freely use, change, and improve the software as they see fit. This unique feature implies OS 
software is very light weight compare to propriety software in that users can customize it according 
to their own needs, and disable other unnecessary components.  

There are many OS software components available for web mapping purpose. On the backend 
database side, prominent software with spatial extensions includes PostgreSQL and MySQL. Well 
known map rendering engines include MapServer and GeoServer. Many client-side components are 
available in the market; typical examples include OpenLayers, ka-Map and Mapbender. Complying 
to open standards and specifications, usually developed by OGC, various web mapping components 
can work smoothly together, providing multiple data access, as well as rich mapping tools and 
functionalities. According to Lowe (2002), there exists a growing market for OS solutions fed by 
small organizations and regional government agencies. In Sweden, for instance, the municipality of 
Uppsala has started to use OS solution as well (Lundberg et al., 2010).   

While OS solution provides free, extensible and powerful alternatives for web mapping, it 
nevertheless has its own down side. With great extensibility, comes the difficulty in source code 
compiling and software configuration. The installation of OS software is not as simple as “start, next, 
next, finish”, and many OS software run in Linux platform. Thus, for users who are used to windows 
and its application installation process, there exists a very steep learning curve from the start. This 
has been one of the major reasons why many users do not like OS software. Another disadvantage 
OS software has is its limited out of the box functionalities. Many mapping tools that proprietary 
products can offer need to be put into realization through programming. Thus, users must have the 
competence in utilizing multiple programming and scripting languages. Furthermore, due to its cost 
free and collaborative nature, there is limited professional support for engineering companies like 
WSP. This means that once problems occur in the software or during implementation, companies 
have nowhere to turn to except online user forums, where answers are not guaranteed. Yet using 
commercial product such as ArcIMS, companies can ask for professional assistance from ESRI 
software experts.  

2.2.2 Mashup solution 
In contrast, another web mapping option, often referred to as mashups, provides simple 
functionalities with high-quality map, and has a much gentler learning curve. Mashup applications 
are made possible by the second generation of World Wide Web (Web 2.0). The concept of user-
generated content, combined with Asynchronous JavaScript and XML (AJAX) technology, made 
web services accessible through lightweight, easy-to-use, and cost free Application Programming 
Interface (API). Hence allows developers to combine multiple geographic services into mashup 
applications (Rinner et al. 2008). Basic mapping functionalities are usually pre-packaged in API 
toolboxes, which made web mapping application development easy especially for lay users.  

Currently available online map services include commercial ones such as Google Maps, Bing Maps, 
Yahoo maps, MapQuest, and several OS web map services distributed across the web. In particular, 
there has been an emerging Wikipedia inspired project called OpenStreetMap (2010) that provides 
free user-editable maps over the Internet. The collaborative concept adopted by OpenStreetMap, as 
well as its high cartographic standard and great level of details, has made it a very strong competitor 
towards current market leader Google Maps. A prominent application constructed based on 
OpenStreetMap is FromToMap (2010) developed by Jiang, which is a semantic-based mapping 
application that finds the best driving route between user selected locations based on the compromise 
of the fewest turns and the shortest distance. Among the abovementioned map services, Google Maps 
and Bing Maps have their own APIs. The rest can be used through free third party web clients such 
as OpenLayers and MapBender. In particular, OpenLayers provides a rich javascript library with 
many client side functionalities, as well as the ability of accessing multiple map services, which has 
secured the product’s rising popularity. Additionally, developers can also choose to use Mapstraction 
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(2010) javascript mapping library to talk to OpenStreetMap, as well as enabling the smooth switch 
among various javascript mapping APIs.  

Mashup applications have gained increasing popularity among the public in assisting information 
sharing and visualization. Governments have started to use them for disaster management such as 
hurricane Katrina, and law enforcement area (Osimo, 2008). Business enterprises and have also 
started to use mashups for marketing and advertising purposes. One prominent example is 
TripAdvisor (2010), an online travel guide that assist tourists by visualizing travel information such 
as hotel, restaurant locations and reviews using Google Map API. Nevertheless, due to the limited 
functionalities mashup applications provide, the business potential of the technology as a professional 
web GIS platform for an engineering consultant company as WSP is still questionable. Using APIs 
and online map services means that users have control only over the client side and have no power to 
manipulate the server side applications. This makes mashup applications inextensible to feature many 
server side oriented tasks such as advanced querying and editing. Furthermore, developers using 
mapping services provided by companies such as Google maps must be subject to Google’s customer 
obligations and restrictions (Google, 2010). For instance, Google maintain the rights to put up ads on 
all web mapping applications, which, if happens, will not be desirable for many consultant companies.  

However, the disadvantages of mashup application for consulting purposes do not imply its 
unsuitability. For one thing, not all web mapping projects require advanced GIS functionalities. For 
lightweight projects, mashup applications can be of good choice in terms of both costs and time. 
Customer obligations, on the other hand, are not unique to mashup applications. Most proprietary 
web GIS products such as ESRI ArcIMS also have different levels of restrictions that customers are 
obliged to. Therefore, using mashup application for consulting enterprise is not out of the question.  
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3. Choice of web mapping solutions  in corporations – a WSP case 
study 
This section provides background information about the current proprietary solution used at WSP, as 
well as the detail of prototype OS and mashup solutions used to build our applications in this study. 
These two prototypes were chosen due to their popularity in the web mapping community, as well as 
WSP professionals’ and my interests. Here I will only elaborate GIS related software, which includes 
spatial databases, map rendering engines and client-side software components. Other components 
such as Apache/Microsoft IIS web servers are ignored.  

3.1 Current proprietary web mapping solutions 
As mentioned earlier, WSP currently use Microsoft SQL Server 2008 and ArcIMS 9.3.1 to develop 
web mapping applications for its client. The former is a relational database server produced by 
Microsoft. WSP has been using it to store attribute data, while spatial data is stored in ESRI file 
geodatabases. ArcIMS, on the other hand, is a stand-alone web mapping package developed by ESRI 
in 2000 (ESRI, 2010). As a monolithic package, ArcIMS covers both server and client side of the 
web mapping process. It can supports small intranet sites as well as enterprise level websites.  

As a popular proprietary web mapping solution, ArcIMS coupled with Microsoft SQL Server is a 
powerful tool that a) provides various out-of-the-box functionalities; b) can be well integrated with 
existing ArcGIS software; c) provides good support for storing spatial data in Relational Database 
Management System (RDBMS) through ESRI ArcSDE. Nevertheless, it has the disadvantages of all 
such proprietary products: it has limited support for non-ESRI data sources, and it is very expensive. 
Furthermore, the solution is heavy and over powerful for small and simple web mapping applications 
(Bonnici, 2005). In addition, ESRI has recently stopped the development of ArcIMS and in turn 
recommend their clients to purchase their new product, ArcGIS Server. This new product, although 
providing more powerful functionalities including advanced editing tools, is six times as expensive as 
ArcIMS. This means that WSP must have a huge amount of extra clients in order to compensate the 
exorbitant fee (Lundberg et al., 2010). These factors, adding together, have placed doubts on the 
continuing usage of the solution.  

3.2 Background on nonproprietary prototype solutions 
As Clarke (2010) indicated, the choice of prototype system is most representative if it was selected 
on the basis of shortlisting all possible systems. Shortlisting is often performed by evaluating and 
scoring each product according to a list of requirements similar to the one used in this study. But this 
process requires the help of software vendors since no single person can know every product’s 
capabilities well enough to be able to score them. In this study, the software components are non-
proprietary, which means that no vendor exists to help out the shortlisting process (Goodchild, 1987). 
Under this condition, the best way of shortlisting is to learn and test every product first. However, the 
limited time scope of this thesis does not allow a thorough learning on all products. As a result, the 
two prototype systems were chosen simply because many people use them, and that WSP 
professionals and me have interest in them. A detailed introduction of the software components 
involved in each prototype is given below.  

3.2.1 Open source prototype solution 
PostgreSQL/PostGIS are one of the most powerful OS RDBMS. Developed at the University of 
California at Berkeley, PostgreSQL is an extensible tool that has full support for SQL queries 
(PostgreSQL, 2010). PostGIS is the spatial extension of PostgreSQL, which is equivalent to 
commercial products such as Oracle’s spatial extension and ESRI’s SDE technology. With the help 
of SQL, as well as scripting language such as PHP, PostGIS/PostgreSQL effectively serve as a 
backend database for geographic information system. Prominent users of this database platform 
include OpenStreeMap, Skype and Yahoo! In this study, I have chosen PostGIS/PostgreSQL as the 
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backend database for my OS web GIS due to its popularity to be used in conjunction with MapServer, 
and its rich spatial query functionalities that few OS products can surpass (Mitchell, 2005).  

Originally developed at the University of Minnesota in the mid-1990, MapServer is one of the major 
OS map rendering engine (MapServera, 2010). Essential to MapServer is a mapfile that defines the 
relationships among objects, leads MapServer to the source of data and defines how things are drawn. 
The MapServer itself is basically a CGI program sitting on top of a web server that processes 
information passed through the request URL and the mapfiles to create images of requested maps 
(MapServerb, 2010). Other graphics such as legend, scale bars, and referenced maps can also be 
displayed with the correct mapfile specifications.   

As an OS platform, MapServer has the obvious advantage in terms of cost when compared to 
proprietary products such as ArcIMS. However, what makes MapServer stand out from numerous 
web mapping products are not only limited to cost. Using translator libraries GDAL and OGR, 
MapServer makes various raster, vector, and database formats available for direct access. ESRI 
shapefiles, Intergraph Microstation design files, MapInfo TAB files, Web Map Service (WMS), 
Geography Markup Language (GML), PostGIS and other databases can all be mapped together into a 
single file without any barrier. To users with multiple data formats, MapServer saves them from the 
tedious and time consuming data conversion process (Mitchell, 2005). Furthermore, MapServer 
supports on-the-fly projection through the use of Proj.4 library, and provides advanced cartographic 
outputs that are fully customizable. Maps can be styled manually, exported from existing map 
documents, or through popular scripting or development environments such as PHP, Python, Perl 
and .Net. The extensibility of MapServer makes it both light weight as well as well suited for 
different user needs.  

Openlayers, as a rising third party client, implements an object-oriented Javascript API for 
embedding images, vector layers as well as live maps into web pages. The product was created by 
MetaCarta Labs. With no server-side dependencies, Openlayers offers many built-in tools. It supports 
numerous input data formats including online services such as WMS, WFS, GoogleMaps, Bing Maps, 
and OpenStreetMaps. In addition, Openlayers can also freely retrieve and display XML, GML, KML, 
and shapefile data stored in local host or any spatial databases (OpenLayers, 2010). Openlayers has 
gained increasing popularity in the web mapping community since its release. Although not 
mandatory for the functioning of a web mapping application, Openlayers makes client-side 
implementation much easier and more convenient.  

3.2.2 Web 2.0 mashup prototype solution 
Among the available online APIs, Google Maps API was chosen to be used. As the most popular API 
by far, Google Maps API has powerful functionalities that other APIs cannot be compared to (Rinner 
et al., 2008). An active developer community exists online so that getting support and documentation 
is relatively easy. Furthermore, there exists certain number of Google Maps-based sample mashup 
applications, which will also help ease the implementation process.     

Google Maps API has its own server for processing and rendering maps. However, to integrate users’ 
own data with the application, an additional server-side database should be used. As the world’s most 
popular OS database (MySQL, 2010), and Google-recommended database for working with Google 
Maps API, MySQL database helps to extend the possibility of mashup solutions for more advanced 
use. Similar to PostgreSQL database, MySQL supports SQL, and is often used with PHP scripting 
language. The database has its own spatial extension too. However it is not as powerful as PostGIS.  
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4. A case study  evaluating nonproprietary web mapping 
solutions 
Two non-proprietary web mapping solutions was implemented and evaluated for their suitability as 
alternatives to proprietary ArcIMS currently used extensively at WSP: a) PostgreSQL/PostGIS as 
backend database, MapServer as map rendering engine and OpenLayers as third party client 
representing OS solutions; b) and Google Map API representing Web 2.0 mashup solutions. This 
section delineates both the implementation and the evaluation parts.  

4.1 Implementation 
An existing web-based GIS application, Stockholmshem tree inventory application, was used as a 
check sample for web mapping solution implementation. Two prototype applications are to be 
implemented as close to the sample as possible on a functional level. The tree inventory application 
was developed by WSP for its client, Stockholmshem, for registering tree items in Stockholm city. 
Map data, including base map shape files as well as tree attribute tables, are stored in Microsoft SQL 
Server 2008 database, and displayed as images through the ArcIMS map rendering engine. Except 
basic map handling tools, the application includes “query by location” GIS analysis functionalities, 
where users can query the attribute info of each tree by clicking on the map. It also includes advanced 
point editing tools, where users can freely add, change, and remove trees on the web map, and 
changes are stored directly into the database. 

Stockholmshem tree inventory web mapping application was selected as a check sample for two 
reasons. First, it is an existing application developed for one of WSP’s major clients. Thus it can best 
represent the needs and demands of both WSP as well as its business clients. More importantly, the 
application is simple, yet covers all categories of functionality such as querying, editing, map 
handling etc. As point features, trees are easier to implement compare to other complex geometry 
shape. Thus, prototype applications built similar to this check sample will be able to avoid 
distractions caused by complex polygon shapes and focus on the web mapping solutions themselves 
and their functionality potential. 

Both prototype solutions, including the spatial database, map rendering and client-side components, 
are first to be installed and configured. During the implementation, same pilot area and tree data were 
used for implementation. Both prototypes were implemented as closely assembling the check sample 
in terms of functionalities as possible. Both prototype systems were based on a HP dv6500 laptop PC 
(AMD Turion 64 X2), and run on Windows Vista operating system. For the convenience of software 
implementation as well as the safety of the laptop, client-side software and server-side software were 
installed on the same computer and function through loopback interface “localhost”.  

To fit the basic needs of the Stockholmshem tree project, as well as to demonstrate the functional 
potential of both solutions as alternatives to the proprietary solutions currently used at WSP, both 
prototypes would attempt to accomplish the following tasks.  

 Display map of Stockholm area. This map would serve as the base map of both prototype   
applications.  
 Add Shapefile overlay “housing area”. This would help demonstrate whether prototype systems 
are compatible with shapefile formats, or whether they can display users’ own geospatial data.  
 Simple map handling tools such as pan, zoom and overview controls. These are basic tools for any 
web mapping applications and should be available out-of-the-box.  
 Display tree items from database. This is the key functionality required for the tree inventory 
application.  
 Pointing editing tool for adding trees into database. Another key functionality required for the 
application.  
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 “Select by location query” that retrieves tree attribute information. A simple query function 
necessary for this application.  
 Proximity analysis tool. This tool does not exist in the check sample. However, the successful 
implementation of this function would demonstrate the potential of prototype systems for other 
similar GIS analysis tools such as overlay analysis and extraction analysis.  

The first six tasks described above are parts of the Stockholmshem tree inventory application. The 
accomplishment of these tasks indicates that the web mapping solution is able to produce basic 
applications required at WSP. The last task was an additional one that further explores both 
solutions’ functional potential  

4.1.1 Open source prototype  
OS software are best known to work well with Linux, an operating system whose source code can be 
freely used, modified and redistributed by anyone under GNU General Public License (Linux, 2010). 
They also run on multiple operating systems including Windows, MacOS and Solaris. Due to WSP’s 
preference on Windows operating system, the installation and configuration of OS web mapping 
solution prototype in this study was conducted on Windows as well. In particular, Windows Vista 
was chosen. This is because Windows Vista was the installed ready-to-use operating system on the 
testing computer.  

As the backend database, PostgreSQL 1.5.1 was installed using a Windows installer, which was 
familiar to most Windows users. The spatial extension, PostGIS, was selected during the installation 
process to be packaged with PostgreSQL. For the easy management of data, a web-based 
administration tool written in PHP, phpPgAdmin 4.2.3, was installed and configured. This tool, 
serves as a simple graphical user interface, allows users to view data through accessing the page via a 
web interface. It provides basic actions such as creating, deleting users, databases and tables. 
However, more advanced actions must be conducted through command line tool psql. After 
installation, Shapefiles containing information about Stockholm base map and housing area were 
imported into the database via command line utilities. Tree data, including trees’ coordinates and tree 
types, were imported to a table newly created via phpPgAdmin. 

Furthermore, the map rendering engine was installed using the MapServer for Windows (MS4W) 
package, which is the easiest-to-use installation package available for inexperienced Windows 
MapServer users. The package includes all things necessary to get started with MapServer: Apache 
web server, scripting language PHP 5.3.2, MapServer CGI 5.6.3, GDAL/OGR utilities etc. Proper 
configurations were performed to ensure that the package works together. Finally, OpenLayers 2.8 
was downloaded and put into the web root directory of Apache Server. By simply referring to the 
downloaded OpenLayers javascript library, users gain full access to the powerful functionalities the 
software component provides.   

A prototype web mapping application was built after setting up the above system. As described 
before, the prototype application would attempt to accomplish seven major tasks. Among these tasks, 
data display plays an important role. The map rendering engine, MapServer, can take any data 
formats and render it into an image layer ready for display. In this application, the data of the 
Stockholm city was stored and retrieved from PostgreSQL database, rendered through map file by 
MapServer, and displayed with OpenLayers. Figure 3 shows a part of map file code that helped 
MapServer to properly retrieve and style the base layer data.    
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Figure 3. Layer information of Stockholm city base map in mapfile. 

To retrieve the base layer containing information of Stockholm area, connection to a specific 
PostgreSQL database, in this case StockholmRE2, was formed by key word connectiontype and 
connection. Key word data told MapServer to retrieve geometry column data, the_geom, from table 
city to draw the required map. The styling of the map was a process similar to changing of 
symbology in desktop GIS programs. Instead of using graphical user interface to choose styled 
symbols of particular category of data, map file uses simple text to accomplish the same purpose. As 
shown in Figure 4, the layer was categorized into four classes depending on the value of column 
igds_level. In each class, filling color and outline color of polygons were specified using RGB color 
code.  

Tree data and housing area data were rendered into map image in the same way and added into 
OpenLayers as overlays. Apart from displaying data, several web mapping tools, including out-of-the 
box map handling tools and more advanced functionalities, were implemented as well in this 
prototype application. However, due to the length constraints of the paper, only the implementation 
process of the most complicated tool, proximity analysis, would be elaborated here. Anderson and 
Moreno-Sanchez (2003) had clearly expounded the creating processes of their prototype system, one 
with advanced spatial analysis capabilities using OS Software and Open Specifications, in a step-by-
step basis. In this paper, I intend to adopt their manner to explain the implementation of proximity 
analysis tool. Figure 4 presents a flow chart of steps taken to implement a proximity analysis function. 
The following description will explicate the diagram in detail.  

STEP 1: As described before, the base layer of the Stockholm area, originally in ESRI’s shapefile 
format, was converted to tables in PostgreSQL database using ogr2ogr utility, a part of GDAL/OGR 
toolkit that exports any OGR supported data layer into a database. With PostGIS extension, 
PostgreSQL database stores different geometry data (points, lines and polygons) within geometry 
columns, which are used later to display spatial features on the maps. The ogr2ogr command is as 
follows: “ogr2ogr -f "PostgreSQL" PG:host=myhostname password=mypassword 
dbname=mydatabasename myshapefile.shp”. The resulting table contained polygon geometry 
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information and other attribute data of the base layer. Similarly, a Shapefile containing information 
about housing areas in Stockholm was also imported into PostgreSQL database.  

STEP 2&3: The design of the proximity analysis tool is that once a buffer request has been invoked, 
users will be able to select tree items within the radius distance from cursor clicked location. To 
achieve this purpose, the web interface included a proximity analysis section where users can specify 
the radius of the buffer. Javascript code was written to read user specified radius, as well as users’ 
cursor coordinates. The result was then passed into a PHP script.  

STEP 4: As a server-side scripting language, PHP converted users’ input into a SQL query. The 
PostgreSQL database was also invoked by PHP script to execute the SQL command. In this case: 
"DELETE FROM tree_test; INSERT INTO tree_query (Select * FROM tree_sample WHERE 
distance (the_geom, ‘POINT ($jslon $jslat)') < $radius*1000)". In this statement, variables $jslon 
and $jslat holds coordinates information of the buffer center, while $radius holds the lengths of the 
radius. This SQL asks the database to empty the table “tree_query”, used to store temporary query 
result, and instead fill it in with tree items within $radius*1000 distance from the buffer center. The 
PHP code of this process can be seen in Appendix iii.   

STEP 5&6: Asynchronous JavaScript and XML (Ajax) technology was used on the client side to 
retrieve query results from the server. Once the query is successful, the Ajax response function was 
programmed to retrieve and display new layer styled by MapServer, which displays selected tree 
items in the tree_query table with large icons, given users a feeling that these trees are selected. 
Detailed Ajax code can be found in Appendix ii. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                      

                                  

 

   

 

Figure 4. Implementation processes for proximity analysis of OS solution. 
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4.1.2 Web 2.0 mashup prototype 
Using Google Maps API was a straightforward process that requires no installation. The Google 
Maps API 2.0 was loaded to a web page simply by inserting the following script:  

<script src=http://maps.google.com/maps?file=api&v=2.x&key=ABQIAAAAjU0EJWnWPMv7oQ-
jjS7dYxTPZYElJSBeBUeMSX5xXgq6lLjHthSAk20WnZ_iuuzhMt60X_ukms-AUg 
type="text/javascript"> 

</script> 

The src variable refers to the URL where the JavaScript file and all related symbols and definitions 
are located. By referring to a unique key, obtained at the official Google Maps API website, users are 
free to use all data and functionalities provided by the service. However, Google Maps API alone 
does not offer the possibility for advanced functionalities that consulting companies like WSP require. 
MySQL 5.1 database was installed in my own computer (HP dv6500 laptop PC) for storing tree data. 
Similar to PostgreSQL, a web-based administration tool, phpMyAdmin 3.3.1, was also installed and 
configured for MySQL. PhpMyAdmin supports frequently used operations as well as SQL queries. 

After properly setting up the prototype system, an application was developed. Displaying data in 
Google Maps API was rather different compare to other web mapping solutions. Unlike the OS 
prototype system, data provided by Google map was the only possible base layer to be used for 
Google Maps API. Zoom level and center was set so that the map would show the Stockholm area. 
To display a map overlay, housing area, on top of the base layer was not an easy task. Since Google 
Maps API is not a map rendering engine, users must create their own map tiles. In this application, 
GMapCreator, a java application for creating thematic Google maps from data in Shapefiles 
developed at UCL (CASA, 2010), was used to create map tiles from existing housing area Shapefile. 
The map tiles were then overlaid as a custom map type different from existing Google map types. In 
addition, tree data must be displayed as client-side markers instead of server generated images.    

As other prototype applications, the Google Maps API application would attempt to accomplish 
implementing some basic and as well as advanced web mapping tools. Again, only the 
implementation of one tool, in this case displaying tree items from database, will be elaborated. A 
flow chart of the implementation process is presented in Figure 5.  

STEP 1: Data about tree items, including their coordinates and types, were imported as comma-
separated values (CSV) formats into MySQL database. This data import was a straightforward 
process provided by phpMyAdmin web administration tool.   

STEP 2: Unlike OpenLayers, Google Map API has limited access for external data. Except KML 
format, XML is usually the best format to store data in. Therefore, to display data stored in MySQL 
database, it was necessary to first parse the data into XML format. Thus a PHP script was written to 
connect to the database, read tree data, and in turn parse the data into XML. A detailed PHP script is 
shown in Appendix iv.    

STEP 3&4: To load the XML file into the map, the API function, GDownloadURL, was used. Since 
the API does not have the ability to produce graphic output, markers had to be used to display tree 
items on the map. Appropriate programming was done to ensure the use of different custom marker 
icons depending on different tree types. Marker info windows were created as well, so that users 
would be able to retrieve attribute information of each tree. 
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Figure 5. Implementation processes for displaying tree items from database                                      
for Web2.0 Mashup solution. 

4.2 Prototype solution evaluation  
The implementation of prototype applications was merely the beginning of the web mapping solution 
evaluation process. By actual implementation, I was able to get hands-on information critical to the 
assessment of each prototype solution. Both systems were carefully assessed by 1) how well they can 
satisfy the list of requirements specifically demanded by WSP Sweden, 2) how difficult it was to 
implement the prototype solution, and 3) how well the final prototype application performed.  

4.2.1 List of requirements 
A practical approach adopted by many enterprises to evaluate the suitability of certain web mapping 
solution is to compile a list of requirements, and compare it with the capacities of the potential 
solutions. Given a precise and well-defined taxonomy of requirements, the comparison would be a 
straight-forward process (Goodchild and Rizzo, 1987). This method is used in this study as part of 
the solution evaluation process. Based on a) what existing web mapping applications Stockholmshem 
tree inventory project requires, b) what WSP clients require, c) what WSP professionals and I would 
like to achieve, as well as d) a detailed checklist of generic GIS functions provided by Guptill (1988), 
a list of requirements was compiled. The list included functionality criteria, system development 
criteria as well as cost and support criteria. Each of these categories can be further divided into more 
sub criteria. The detailed taxonomy of requirements is outlined and defined in Appendix i.  

It is worth noticing that the taxonomy of requirements included preferred data structures and 
programming languages. While according to Goodchild (1987), such requirements would bias the 
solution towards certain vendors. However, since WSP prefer to use web mapping solutions that can 
cope with their existing dataset, and they prefer to use popular programming languages, it was 
decided that such bias was necessary. Based on the degree to which proposed solutions can satisfy 
the requirement list, both solutions were scored from 1 to 5 for each criterion, where 5 indicates most 
satisfactory and 1 indicates least satisfactory. In addition, a score 0 was used to indicate that that 
certain requirement was not implementable using the given solution. The scores of two solutions 
were finally summed up and compared. The hands-on knowledge obtained during the implementation 
of prototype systems had made it easy to fill in the list. Ultimately, the purpose of filling in this list of 
requirement is to objectively evaluate both prototype systems’ capacity in satisfying the specific 
needs of WSP.   

4.2.2 Implementation difficulty 
The desirability of a web mapping solution lies not only in how well it satisfies user demands, but 
also how difficult it is to learn to use the software components and to integrate them into practice. 
This is especially true for a corporation like WSP, for that educating its staff to meet the demand of 
the web mapping solution would be a task that is both time consuming and costly. Thus the 
evaluation model was designed to cover this aspect. Two tasks were performed during this step of 
evaluation: a) the required skills and their mastery level necessary for each web mapping solution 
were listed and compared; b) the time taken to learn about the prototype solutions, properly setting 
them up, as well as the time spent on implementing the prototype applications was recorded and 
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compared in detail. By completing these tasks, I intend to give an assessment of implementation 
difficulty of the chosen prototype systems as objectively as possible.     

The former task was a straightforward process. Required skills, including software skills, as well as 
scripting, programming and query language skills were listed based on knowledge obtained from 
implementation. How well users must master those skills was measured by “simple”, “intermediate”, 
and “advanced”. Nevertheless, the latter task is only meaningful under the prerequisite that the 
development of both prototype applications involves similar processes. For instance, if one 
application implemented many advanced polygon editing functions, while the other was only 
designed for simple web map browsing, comparing the amount of time spent on implementing each 
application would make no sense. But for this study, both prototype applications have essentially the 
same set of functionalities, thus the prerequisite was satisfied.  

Nevertheless, identifying the mastery level of required skills and recording time consumption during 
implementation are both relatively subjective measurements based on the experience of one single 
user: me. Yet the user experience of a software product is not a value constant no matter the 
intelligence, knowledge, and prior experience of the users. For instance, the use of ArcIMS might be 
easier for an ESRI product expert than for common users. In fact, due to the wide range of software 
and skills involved in our prototype systems, users with an expertise on either software components 
or skills might disturb the objectivity of the evaluation process. Therefore, only users who have never 
used the prototype systems and their relating programming languages can be most objective. Luckily, 
I am such a user. With the most basic knowledge of html and JavaScript, having no prior experience 
or knowledge in any software components or programming languages involved in this study, I was 
able to objectively assess the implementation difficulty of the web mapping solutions by recording 
the time I spent on each application development process.  

4.2.3 Performance evaluation 
Performance testing of a web mapping application itself is a discipline continuingly being studied. 
Here the application is actually referring to the application software and application landscape that 
the final application is built upon. The latter includes servers required to run the software, as well as 
the network infrastructure that facilitates communications among software components (Molyneaux, 
2009). The complex and unpredictable nature of web applications have made it a formidable task for 
many budding performance testers. Nevertheless, it is an inevitable process if developers want to 
know whether their web mapping solution can sustain in production, and whether it can handle 
simultaneous user requests and data input at production load times (Meier, Farre et al, 2007). 
Therefore, a simple performance test was conducted on both prototype web mapping applications in 
this thesis.  

According to Molyneaux (2009), huge number of metrics, such as consistency, reliability and 
resource consumption, can be used to access the performance of web mapping applications, among 
which two are the most basic and important: throughput and response time. Throughput, defined by 
the amount of data each user receives from the server per second, is an efficiency-oriented indicator 
that measures how much work the system can do within a given period of time. A large throughput is 
important if an application will provide services to large number of people. On the other hand, 
response time, defined by the duration from starting the connection to the end of the response, is a 
service-oriented indicator that measures how quickly the system responds to a request. This metric is 
more important from users’ perspective: most users only care about how fast the application responds 
to their requests (Meier, Farre et al, 2007).  

In the scope of this thesis, since web mapping applications built at WSP are mostly designed for a 
few intranet users, throughput is not considered. Therefore, response time will be the single 
parameter used to evaluate the performance of web mapping applications. After picking the 
performance metric, a standard performance acceptance criterion, describing the degree to which 
certain performance metric is accepted, is usually necessary. No specific acceptance standard exists 
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at WSP. However, according to Molyneaux (2009), the critical response time of a web application is 
two seconds. For applications that require instantaneous response, like our web mapping applications, 
a sub-second or even deci-second response is better. Therefore, it was decided that the prototype 
applications should achieve the critical response time limit, sub-second or deci-second response time 
are desired.  

The performance testing was conducted with the help of a proprietary automated test tool, 
ManageEngine QEngine 7.1. Four key user scenarios, actions that are critical to the application 
performance and would be performed by real-world users, were selected. A) Browse: go into the 
application, browse around, including pan and zoom, and turn on and off layers; b) query attribute 
info: go into the application, turn on tree layer, and query tree attribute info; c) editing: go into the 
application, turn on tree layer, and add one more tree item; d) proximity analysis: go into the 
application, turn on tree layer, and ask application to retrieve trees that are within five kilometers of a 
certain location. These scenarios were selected because they were the key actions that a WSP client 
would perform.  

In addition, it is important to identify work load in production in order to simulate accordingly in the 
QEngine test environment. Since web mapping applications at WSP are mostly intranet applications, 
it was assumed that the total work load would not exceed twenty users. The work load was so 
performed so that the number of users would increase to maximum (20 users) first, and then 
gradually decrease. Furthermore, it was also assumed that 30% of the users will only browse the 
application, 30% will only query tree attribute info, 25% will perform proximity analysis, and 15% 
will do editing. A modem type of 512 Kbps (DSL) was defined to simulate the Internet connection. 
The performance test was in the end run.  

Notice that both prototype applications built in this study were tested in the same abovementioned 
manner. The tests were conducted so that the test setting of both prototypes would be as similar as 
possible. Nevertheless, the test simulation cannot ignore the fact that the two prototype applications 
were built on very different hardware and network conditions (Table 1). The OS prototype for 
instance, was implemented in a local host environment, which means that all data were stored, 
processed, retrieved, and displayed on the single machine. This will definitely slow down the 
application’s response time. Therefore, while looking at the results, these factors must be taken into 
consideration.  

Table 1. Hardware and network condition of prototype applications.  

 

 

 

 

 

Prototypes  Hardware Network 

OS prototype application Server and client computer: AMD Turion 64 X2 + 2GB 
of RAM 

Run on localhost 

Web 2.0 Mashup prototype 
application 

Server computer: 1) Google’s own server 2) AMD 
Turion 64 X2 + 2GB of RAM          

Client computer: AMD Turion 64 X2) + 2GB of RAM  

Telia modem (type 
unknown) 
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5. Result  evaluating nonproprietary web mapping solutions 
This section presents results derived from all actions taken previously. Similar to the method section, 
this result section is divided into two main parts: a) results showing the implementation outcomes of 
both prototype applications, b) results showing the evaluation outcomes of both solutions in terms of 
how well they satisfy the list of requirement, their implementation difficulty, and their performance.  

5.1 Implementation results  

5.1.1 Open source prototype 
The completed prototype application of the OS solution is shown in Figure 6. It has accomplished all 
seven tasks that were intended in the beginning of the implementation process.  

 

Figure 6. Prototype application created by PostgreSQL, MapServer, and Openlayers. 

As shown in the figure, the base layer of the application covers the Stockholm area. The layer data 
was stored and retrieved from PostgreSQL database, styled by MapServer map file, and eventually 
displayed by OpenLayers. On top of base layer, a layer showing housing area (polygons in purple), 
and a layer displaying tree items (styled according to tree types) were overlaid. With the help of 
OpenLayers as third party client, the prototype system provides several standard out-of-the-box tools. 
They were listed and explained in Table 2.   
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Table 2. Out-of-the-box web mapping tools – OS solution. 

Web mapping application tools Description 

Navigation tools a) Zoom In/Out b) Pan c) Full extent d) Overview map 

Layer switcher OpenLayers’ default layer switcher is similar in function as 
table of contents, but with no symbology. 

Scale bar Scale of the map in predefined units 

Mouse position control Real-time displaying the coordinates of mouse position 

Apart from out-of-the-box functionalities, custom tools were implemented to test and demonstrate the 
ability of the prototype system for supporting more advanced functionalities. These functions were 
shown in the right hand side of the web interface in Figure 6. Table 3 gives a more detailed 
description of them.   

Table 3. Custom web mapping tools – OS solution. 

Web mapping application tools Description 

Point editing: add tree A point editing tool that adds tree items and their spatial and 
attribute information into PostGIS database on the basis of 
user’s cursor location.  

Select by location: query tree info A select by location query that retrieves tree attribute 
information from database based on user’s cursor location. 

Proximity analysis: buffer A buffer query used to select trees within user specified 
distance from any user assigned locations. 

Each of the above custom tools represents a unique functional category. Point editing, for instance, is 
the most basic case of advanced editing. The successful implementation of point editing tool implies 
that the prototype solution may be capable of implementing more advanced line and polygon editing 
tools. Moreover, the “select by location” tool unmasks the implementation possibility of all query 
analysis functions. Finally, with the proximity analysis put into practice, the implementation 
possibility of all similar GIS analysis functions is promising. Therefore, what was developed in this 
prototype application was not mere random choice of functionalities, but purposely chosen ones that 
opened up new and more possibilities.  
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5.1.2 Web 2.0 mashup prototype  
With the help of MySQL database, Google Maps API has accomplished most of the designed tasks. 
The completed prototype application is shown in Figure 7.  

 

Figure 7. Prototype application created by MySQL and Google Maps API 

As shown in Figure 7, Google map was zoomed and centered to the Stockholm area. Overlay of 
housing area data was retrieved from pre generated tiles created with the help of GMapCreator. In 
addition, tree data were displayed as client-side markers instead of server-generated graphics. Google 
Map API provides various standard out-of-the-box web mapping tools, which were listed in Table 4.   

Table 4. Out-of-the-box web mapping tools – Google Maps API solution. 

Web mapping application tools Description 

Navigation tools a) Zoom In/Out b) Pan c) Overview map 

Map element Google map API allows only Google map as data source 

Map type control Control that allows users to switch among normal maps, 
satellite images and hybrid maps.  

Scale bar Dynamic scale of Google map  

Marker info query A built-in client side marker info query that retrieves tree 
marker information if certain marker is clicked. 

To test and demonstrate whether the prototype system has the ability to support more advanced 
functionalities, custom tools were also implemented. These functions can be found in the right hand 
side of the web interface in Figure 7. Table 5 gives a more detailed description of them.   
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Table 5. Custom web mapping tools – GoogleMapAPI solution. 

Web mapping application tools Description 

Customized layer switcher Customized layer switcher for 1) turning on and off external 
tiled housing area images 2) toggling tree markers based on 
tree types 

Point editing: add trees A point editing tool that adds tree items and their spatial and 
attribute information into MySQL database on the basis of 
user’s cursor location.  

Proximity analysis: buffer Limited client side buffer drawing, incapable of querying 

Different from the OS solution, “query by location” tool was not implemented in this prototype 
application. This is because attribute data were stored on the client side once markers, used to display 
tree data, were created. Thus an info window would pop up if users click on certain marker. 
Therefore, no particular effort was in need to perform query to the database. Instead, a client side 
function, customized layer switcher, was implemented so that users would be able to toggle housing 
data layer, as well as tree markers based on the tree types. In addition, it is worth noticing that the 
proximity analysis tool did not achieve the intended purpose. To implement a GIS analysis tool is too 
programming intensive in Google Maps API. I had only managed to create a client-side buffer image 
centered at the middle of the map.  

5.2 Prototype solution evaluation  

5.2.1 List of requirements 
The list of requirements compiled together with WSP professionals was filled in (Table 6). 
Information and online tutorials provided by official websites of related web mapping components 
had helped during the filling process. More importantly, the implementation processes of both 
prototype systems had provided hands-on knowledge critical to the understanding of several criteria 
on the list.  

Table 6. List of Requirements – result. 

List of Requirements 
PostGIS + MapServer + 
Openlayers 

Google Map API + 
MySQL 

Functionality     
Compatible Data     
XY data (point data) 5 5 
ESRI shapefiles 

5 
0 (only tiled map through 
UCL) 

Map Service Access   
WMS       5 0 
WFS 3 0 
XML 5 5 
GML 5 0 
Background maps included (like 
Bing Maps or Google Maps) 5 0 (limited to Google Maps) 
Map Handling 
Define layers´ symbology 5 3 
Label placement  5 0 
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As shown in the above table, whether prototype systems can satisfy each criterion was measured on 
the basis of 0 and 1-5, where 0 indicates that the criterion was not implementable, while 1-5 indicates 
the opposite. Based on whether certain functionalities are out-of-the-box, the intensity of 

Legend /layer symbology thumbnail ? (counted as 0) 0 
Layer thumbnails for table of 
content 5 0 
Dynamic overview map  5 5 
Display graphic output layers  

5 
0 (limited to UCL 
MapCreator) 

Display client vectors (point, line, 
polygon, text)  5 5 
Tiled maps output  5 5 
Client caching 5 5 
Preproduction of map tiles 3 0 
on-the-fly projection 4 0 (Only GWS84 allowed) 
Query Analysis 
Select by attribute 4 0 
Select by location 4 0 
GIS Analysis 
overlay analysis (intersect, union, 
etc) 3 0 
proximity analysis (e.g. buffer) 3 0 
Extract toolset (e.g. clip) 3 0 
Editing 
Point editing  4 4 
Line editing  4 0 
Polygon editing 4 0 
Advanced editing tools like 
snapping and trace ? (counted as 0) 0 
System development   
Multi Platform Support 
Microsoft Windows 5 5 
Linux 5 5 
Apache 5 5(no web server is needed) 
Microsoft IIS 5 5(no web server is needed) 
Server side development/Scripting 
language 
API(web server API) 5 5 
.Net (C#) 0 0 
JavaScript 5 5 
PHP, JSP etc 5 5 
Cost and Support    
Cost 
OpenSource 5 5 
Royalty-free licensing 5 5 
Support 
Sample applications 3 5 
User forum 3 5 
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programming required, and how well the requirement can be achieved, each implementable criterion 
was scored from 1-5. Comments are occasionally included inside parentheses for further explanations.  

What is worth noticing is the criterion ESRI Shapefile. While MapServer supports direct use of 
Shapefile data, the only way to display the same data through Google Maps API is to use the UCL 
developed GMapGreator to create map tiles from Shapefile data. The API then takes the generated 
map tiles as data source. In this situation, transformation of data formats was conducted. Hence, 
Shapefile is not considered as a compatible data formats to Google Maps API. Nevertheless, despite 
the exhaustive effort put into research and implementation of the prototype solutions, it was difficult 
to find information about every criterion. Some were left unknown. For instance, no information or 
sample applications showing that the prototype OS solution could handle “advanced editing tools like 
snapping and trace” were found. Cases as such were shown with a question mark in the table.   

Based on table 6, the OS prototype solution is able to satisfy 92.31 percent (36 out of 39) of the 
requirement criteria, with 2.56 percent not satisfied and 5.13 percent unknown. On the other hand, 
the Web2.0 mashup prototype solution satisfies 48.72 percent (19 out of 39) of the required criteria, 
with 51.28 percent unsatisfied. In addition, the OS prototype yields a total final score of 160 out of 
the maximum 195, while the Web2.0 mashup prototype has only achieved a score of 92.  

5.2.2 Implementation difficulty 
As previously described in section 4.2.2, the implementation difficulty of both prototype applications 
was determined based on a) required skills and their demanded mastery level, and b) time taken to 
build up applications from scratch. The results are presented here. Table 7 shows the skills, including 
software skills and various language skills, involved in both prototypes’ developing process. Based 
on user experience gained during implementation, the level of skills required was categorized as 
“simple”, “intermediate”, or “advanced”.   

Table 7. Required skills and their demanded mastery levels.  

Required skills Open Source Prototype  Mashup Prototype 
Software skills   

Apache  Simple  Simple 
MapServer  Advanced                                              - 
PHP Intermediate                                              - 
PostgreSQL/PostGIS database 
+ phpPgAdmin Intermediate                                               - 
MySQL database + 
phpMyAdmin - Simple 
Various language skills   
HTML Simple  Simple 
Javascript Advanced Advanced 
PHP Intermediate Simple 
SQL Intermediate                                              - 

As shown in the above table, the OS web mapping prototype application involved the use of many 
software components, as well as various scripting, programming, and querying languages. The 
solution placed high demands on users in terms of both required skills and their corresponding 
mastery level. In comparison, the mashup prototype solution, using mainly data provided by Google 
server, was much easier to master. Except requirements for advanced Javascript, very low other 
demands were placed.  

The two prototype applications built in this study were essentially similar in a functionality level. 
This made the time comparison possible. Table 8 shows all procedures required by both prototype 
applications in the order that they were conducted. Time in hours approximately spent during the 
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implementation was accordingly recorded. The total amount of time for each application 
development was also given. 

Table 8. Detailed time record of prototype application development. 

Procedure Open Source Prototype (hr) Mashup Prototype (hr) 
Information gathering 16 1 

Set up first interactive map 40 1 
Set up base map  32 0.5                          
Housing area overlay 0.5 12 
Display trees from database 1 20                                        
Query by location tool 2.5 0.5 
Editing tool 11 2.5                                          
Proximity analysis tool  6 3 
Customization & debugging 13  14 
TOTAL 122 54.5 

5.2.3 Performance evaluation 
As described in section 4.2.3, a performance test was conducted to measure the response time of both 
prototype applications. QEngine has generated a run time graph (Figure 8) displaying the response 
time of each application with respect to changes of the number of active users. 

          Open source prototype application                    Web 2.0 mashup prototype application 

      

                                                  

Figure 8. Run time graph of response time with respect to active user count. 

As shown in the figure, for each application, the active users, shown in red line, first increase 
dramatically to the maximum load (twenty users), and then gradually decrease after certain amount of 
time. Correspond to the change of active users, the response time changes as well. During the 
dramatic user increase, the time taken for both application servers to respond to user requests was 
significantly delayed. While user numbers maintained at twenty, the response time levels at a 
relatively lower range. It further decreases as the number of active users tends gradually towards 0. 
Although both prototype applications behave similarly, their response time varies. OS applications 
levels at the range of 0-4000ms, while mashup prototype levels at 0-1800ms. According to 
QEngine’s test report obtained after the test, the former application has an average response time of 
1877ms while the latter 576ms.  
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6. Discussion 
Based on the work done in previous sections, this discussion chapter interprets the results of 
implementation and prototype evaluations, and explains the implications of these results. In addition, 
limitations of the study are also discussed to ensure the study’s objectivity.   

6.1 Implementation results 
The implementation result of both prototype applications reveals that both solutions can satisfy the 
most important demands for the basic WSP applications. The OS prototype not only accomplished all 
six tasks required by the Stockholmshem tree inventory application, but also put the additional 
proximity analysis tool into practice. Thus, the solution has shown huge potential in all categories of 
required functionalities, which conforms to pervious study conducted by Anderson and Moreno-
Sanchez (2003), where a prototype web-based GIS with advanced analysis functionalities not present 
in commercial web-GIS products was built using OS software similar to the ones used here. 
Therefore, the utilization of OS solution in WSP is quite promising.    

On the other hand, the mashup solution failed to implement proximity analysis function, but had 
accomplished the other six tasks in a rather satisfactory way with the help of additional software, e.g. 
GMapGreator. Several limitations are worth mentioning regarding to the mashup application. First, 
the original Shapefile layer, “housing area”, was displayed as map tiles converted with the help of 
GMapCreator. This is fine in the context of this application, but may not be desirable when many 
such Shapefiles are to be displayed in the future. Since map tiles require huge storage space and 
cannot be stored into databases, storing and managing hundreds of map tiles can be costly and time 
consuming. Furthermore, tree items were displayed as client-side markers, instead of images 
rendered from the server side. Such an approach can bring considerable burden to the client side 
computer in production if hundreds of trees were to be displayed. Although marker fusion may be 
implemented (Maptimize, 2010), it still requires intensive programming that WSP professionals may 
not be willing to do.  

Despite the abovementioned limitations, the prototype application proves the functional capability of 
mashup solutions in map handling, query and editing. The potential of the solution exceeds beyond 
what normally it has been thought of. It is more than an entertainment tool targeting non-GIS 
professionals. In fact, the functional potential of mashups discovered in this study is in line with 
several recent studies. Rinner et al. (2008) have demonstrated how Web 2.0 technologies can support 
collaborative spatial decision-making process. By developing a map-based discussion forum built 
with Google Maps API and MySQL database, users were able to submit place-based comments and 
respond to other participants’ comments. Similarly, Bugs et al. (2010) have built another 
participatory web mapping application using the same solution for urban planning practice in Brazil. 
However, were we to disregard their participatory GIS (PGIS) context, we would find that both 
applications are built with the exact same software components and similar configurations as what 
was used in this study. To allow user comments on maps, advanced editing must be applied to collect 
user specific coordinates and attributes information. Thus, the spatial decision-making applications 
built by Rinner et al. and Bug et al. have explored the functional potential (especially the potential of 
advanced editing) of mashup solutions, which is essentially similar to our study.  
 
6.2 Evaluation results 
Based on the results presented in section 5.2.1, the 92.31 satisfying percentage and the total score of 
160 prove the power of OS solution in terms of fitting the needs and demands at WSP. In fact, even 
the existing ArcIMS based solution at WSP can only satisfy 89.74 percent of the requirement list. 
The mashup solution, on the other hand, has limited capability. The result here is in accordance with 
the implementation results. However, this does not mean that Web2.0 mashup is never suitable for 
WSP. The successful implementation of Google Maps API prototype application demonstrated its 
sufficiency to satisfy the needs of simple web mapping applications like the Stockholmshem tree 
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inventory, where only basic point editing functions were involved. Thus, using Web 2.0 mashups is 
still not completely out of the question.   

The result of implementation difficulty tells a whole other story. According to table 7, the OS 
prototype solution requires users to master more skills in a relatively higher level compare to the 
mashup prototype. Hence it is probably much easier to learn and use the latter solution than the 
former. This assumption can be confirmed by the detailed time record of both prototype application 
developments (table 8). The 67.5 hours total time consumption difference shows that for building 
similar applications, the time consumed by the OS prototype is in general much more than the 
mashup prototype. In addition, for OS prototype, 56 hours, which is 45.9 percent of the total time 
consumption, was spent during the initial learning procedure (the two steps of the application 
development). While for mashup prototype, the time spent on the first two steps is merely 3.7 percent 
of the total time consumption. In contrary, the percentage of time spent during actual implementation 
is much higher for the mashup prototype.  

The above interpretation delivers the following key information. The OS solution has a steep learning 
curve. Yet once users have learned the necessary skills and knowledge required, developing a web 
mapping application is relatively easy. On the other hand, mashup solution is very easy to get started. 
However, the difficulty of implementation increases (if possible to implement in the first place) as 
more advanced functionalities are required. Hence, from this perspective, there is no winner or loser 
in terms of implementation difficulty. In previous studies, although researchers has point out the 
extensive knowledge required to use OS solutions compare to Web 2.0 mashups (Rinner et al., 2008), 
none have taken a step further and think about what happens when more advanced functionalities are 
required. Nevertheless, the result here is no surprise giving the fact that Web 2.0 mashups are 
designed for simple use for non-professionals.  

Tending towards the performance aspect of the evaluation, the results in section 5.2.3 shows that 
neither prototype application has reached the desired deci-second response time in general. The 
mashup prototype has achieved a sub-second response performance, yet the OS application has 
performed poorer. Nevertheless, one cannot ignore the system configuration when analyzing 
performance results. As mentioned in section 4.2.3, the two prototype applications were constructed 
on top of rather different hardware and network systems. One cannot jump to the conclusion that 
mashup prototype solution responses faster than the OS one. Since the latter, running everything 
from local host, places more stress in the testing computer than the mashup application, which uses 
powerful Google’s server to process data and render images. Nor can one conclude that neither 
solution can achieve the desired deci-second response. As they both have their server-side software 
components (or part of the server side components) installed on the same machine as their client-side 
components, the response time of both applications will no doubt be hindered.  

However, the performance test is not without its merit. Despite the limitation of the test environments, 
both prototype applications still conform to the two-second critical response time. This is to say that 
both prototypes have reached the response standard of a normal web application even when they are 
not at their best shape. Thus from this perspective, both solutions seem to have a promising future 
once they are properly configured in production. 

6.3 Limitation  
This study has several limitations that should be taken into concern. To start with, it was assumed 
that the two chosen prototype solutions, a) PostgreSQL/PostGIS database as backend database, 
MapServer as map rendering engine and OpenLayers as client b) Google Maps API mashup with tree 
data stored in MySQL, are representative OS solution and mashup solution respectively. Since the 
study time scope does not allow a thorough shortlisting procedure, the choice of these two prototypes 
was based on their popularity, and the interest of WSP professionals and me. However, popularity 
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does not imply their suitability for enterprise use. It is entirely possible that there exists other 
alternatives that are more powerful but less well known.  

Another major limitation is that the non-proprietary prototypes were not compared with the 
proprietary ArcIMS and Microsoft SQL Server based solution. Although applications built by the 
solution already exist, to evaluate whether non-proprietary solutions are suitable for corporations, the 
most convincing way is to implement and evaluate the originally used solution as a control sample. 
This will be especially beneficial to the evaluation of implementation difficulty and performance, 
whose meaning of testing results are relative instead of definite as is the case of list of requirements. 
Nevertheless, the ten-week time scope of this study does not allow the implementation of a third 
solution. Hence the two prototypes were left on their own.  

Finally, the performance test conducted in this study is an over simplified one. The differences in 
hardware and network configuration made it impossible to compare the two prototype’s performance 
results. Being built in test environments, instead of production-like environments, the performance 
results of both prototype solutions are largely underrated and thus are unreliable. In addition, the 
performance test has only chosen response time as an evaluation metric. While in fact, how well a 
system performs is a complex matter that involves other parameters such as throughput, consistency, 
reliability, security, resource consumption etc (Batcheller et al., 2007). None of those was considered 
in this thesis.  
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7. Conclusion and Future prospects 

By implementing two non-proprietary web mapping prototype solutions, this study has helped to 
understand how software components of the solutions function together as a whole. The 
implementation results show that both OS and mashup solutions can satisfy the most important 
demands of WSP’s basic web mapping application. Further evaluation of both prototype solutions 
indicated that the OS prototype solution is powerful in terms of meeting WSP’s most comprehensive 
and advanced requirements, while mashup prototype solution can only be applied to simple web 
mapping applications similar to the one implemented in this study. In terms of implementation 
difficulty, OS solution has a steep learning curve, which makes it difficult to get started with. Mashup 
solution, on the other hand, is easy to get started, but implementation difficulty increases as the 
application gets more advanced. Finally, both solutions have met the critical two second response 
time standard for web application. Yet due to differences of system configuration, it was impossible 
to judge which solution performs better or whether they meet the standard of an instantaneous web 
application.  

Even though this thesis has several inevitable limitations, it is a valuable attempt in testing whether 
non-proprietary web mapping solutions are suitable for use in corporations, specifically WSP. The 
conclusions based on the two prototypes can be further extended to the solution type they each 
represent. The study delivers the message that both mashup and OS solutions are suitable for WSP 
depending on the target applications. Mashup solution, easy to learn and use, can be used for PGIS-
like simple web mapping applications. Whereas OS solutions are promising alternatives that can 
satisfy most needs at WSP. Due to its steep learning curve, OS solutions are best suited when more 
advanced applications need to be developed. This way, the combinational use of both solutions may 
relieve WSP’s dependency on centralized proprietary solutions, and eventually lead the corporate 
environment into a brand new paradigm.  

As for further studies, time and effort should be devoted to avoid the limitations mentioned in section 
6.3. In addition, when evaluating alternative solutions for corporations, one should step out of the 
scope of this thesis and start to think from a management perspective. As Peng and Tsou (2003) 
stated, from a manager’s perspective, what matters to a suitable web mapping solution include prices, 
the training of technical staff, and the maintenance of hardware and software components. GIS 
professionals, on the other hand, are more concerned with the implementation procedure, 
functionality, implementation difficulty and performance of the software components.  

In this study, the evaluation of non-proprietary prototype solutions was mainly from the standpoint of 
GIS professionals (although cost was partially involved in the list of requirement). In future studies, a 
cost-benefit analysis should be performed and compared against the current proprietary solution, and 
thus help assess the impact and risks of acquiring non-proprietary solutions as web mapping 
alternatives. In addition, to solve the problems in staff training and system maintenance brought by 
non-proprietary solutions, enterprises like WSP may collaborate with companies who provide 
professional non-proprietary product support, training, and custom development for enterprises 
(OpenGeo, 2010). Yet certain amount of money should be paid for the service. Hence in the future, it 
is worth studying whether the trade-off between money and services is worthwhile, or whether there 
is still a point using non-proprietary solutions when companies are willing to pay for product 
supports.  
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Appendix I – List of requirements 
 

List of Requirements Explaination 
Functionality  
Compatible Data  
XY data (point data) Attribute data, containing information of coordinates 
ESRI shapefiles A popular geospatial vector data format  
Map Service Access  
WMS Data that conform to Web Map Service standard protocol, 

usually accessed via the Internet 
WFS Data that conform to Web Feature Service standard 
XML Extensible Markup Language, common formats for transferring 

data over Internet 
GML Geography Markup Language, an xml to express geographical 

features 
Background maps included (like 
Bing Maps or Google Maps) 

Internet map services delivered by different commercial or non-
profit organizations 

Map Handling  
Define layers´ symbology The ability to style map layers, define colors and symbols etc 
Label placement  The ability to place labels as users specified 
Legend /layer symbology thumbnail The ability to display legend 
Layer thumbnails for table of 
content 

The ability to display a thumbnail of all layers displayed in the 
map object 

Dynamic overview map  The ability to display an overview map control 
Display graphic output layers  The ability to render data into images and display them  
Display client vectors (point, line, 
polygon, text)  

The ability to display data as vector overlays such as markers 

Tiled maps output  The ability for the server the generate maps in tiles 
Client caching The ability for the client to cache tiles 
Preproduction of map tiles The ability for the server to generate preproduced tiles at fixed 

scale for increased user performance 
on-the-fly projection The ability to display data stored in one projection in another 

projection in real time 
Query Analysis  
Select by attribute Selecting features by attribute 
Select by location Selecting features by defining feature locations 
GIS Analysis  
overlay analysis (intersect, union, 
etc) 

Tools to overlay multiple feature classes to combine, erase, 
modify, or update spatial features in a new feature class. 

proximity analysis (e.g.buffer) Used to discover proximity relationships for feature data 
Extract toolset (e.g. clip) Tools that extract features and attributes into a new feature class 
Editing  
Point editing  Editing tool that allows server side point feature editing (add, 

change, delete) on web mapping interface 
Line editing  Editing tool that allows server side line feature editing (add, 

change, delete) on web mapping interface 
Polygon editing Editing tool that allows server side polygon feature editing (add, 

change, delete) on web mapping interface 
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Advanced editing tools like 
snapping, trace etc 

More advanced tools for assisting editing  

System development  
Multi Platform Support  
Microsoft Windows Popular commercial operation platform 
Linux Popular open source operation platform 
Apache Popular open source web server 
Microsoft IIS Popular commercial web server 
Server side development/Scripting 
language 

 

API(web server API) Application development interface 
.Net (C#) Programming languages supported by Microsoft .NET 

framework 
JavaScript \ 
PHP, JSP etc \ 
Cost and Support  
Cost  
OpenSource \ 
Royalty-free licensing Users should be able to use the software components perpetuity 

without paying additional royalty charges once license is 
purchased 

Support  
Sample applications \ 
User forum \ 
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Appendix II – Ajax procedure sample 
The Ajax code that displays newly created layer “TreeBufferSelected” if buffer query is successful.  

 
// Send a request to a server 
function SendAjax(url, retrieveFunction){ 
        xmlHttp=GetXmlHttpObject(retrieveFunction); 
        xmlHttp.open("GET", url , true); 
        xmlHttp.send(null);  
  } 
 
//To get the response from the server and execute commands of user’s own will (add MapServer 
layer in this case)  
 function bufferresponse() { 
        if (xmlHttp.readyState==4 || xmlHttp.readyState=="complete") 
                 {   var resp = xmlHttp.responseText; 
 if (resp=="Success\r\n"){ 
 BufferResult= new OpenLayers.Layer.MapServer( "Buffer result", 
           "http://localhost/cgi-bin/mapserv.exe", 
           { map:'C:/ms4w/Apache/htdocs/GlobalTrial/TreeBufferSelected.map', 
             transparent: 'true'} 
           ); 
             map.addLayer(BufferResult);}  
        }  
}  
 
    //This object is used to exchange data with a server behind the scenes.  
    function GetXmlHttpObject(handler) {  
     var objXmlHttp=null 
     if (navigator.userAgent.indexOf("Opera")>=0) 

    { alert("This example doesn't work in Opera")  
       return } 
    if (navigator.userAgent.indexOf("MSIE")>=0) 
    { var strName="Msxml2.XMLHTTP" 
       if (navigator.appVersion.indexOf("MSIE 5.5")>=0) 
    {strName="Microsoft.XMLHTTP" }  
     try 
    { objXmlHttp=new ActiveXObject(strName) 
       objXmlHttp.onreadystatechange=handler  
       return objXmlHttp }  
      catch(e) 
    { alert ("Error. Scripting for ActiveX might be disabled")  
       return  }  
    }  
      if (navigator.userAgent.indexOf("Mozilla")>=0) 
    {  objXmlHttp=new XMLHttpRequest() 
      objXmlHttp.onload=handler 
      objXmlHttp.onerror=handler  
      return objXmlHttp } 
 } 
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Appendix III – Sample code: PHP code to query database 
This PHP code gets user specified values from Javascript, and uses them to do proper query to the 
database. The PostgreSQL database is connected using PHP. The SQL query language helps users to 
select all tree items in the database that are within 1000 meter distance from coordinates ($jslon 
$jslat), and store the results into a new table.  

<?php 
 
 // a. Gets data from URL parameters 
 $jslon=$_GET['jslon']; 
 $jslat=$_GET['jslat']; 
 $radius = $_GET['radius']; 
 
// b. Opens a connection to a PostgreSQL server 
 $connection=pg_connect ("host=localhost port=5432 dbname=StockholmRE2 user=Scarlett 
password=8581300"); 
 
 //c. If connection failed then generate error message 
 if (!$connection) { 
   die('Not connected : ' . pg_error()); 
 } 
 
 //d. SQL query syntax 
 $query = "DELETE FROM tree_test; 
 INSERT INTO tree_test(Select * FROM tree_sample  
 WHERE distance(the_geom, 'POINT($jslon $jslat)') 
 < $radius*1000)"; 
 
 // e- Get result into parameter $result 
 $result = pg_query($connection,$query);  
 
 // f. If query failed generate error message    
  if ( $result == FALSE){ 
   echo $query; 
   echo "<br>Insertion of Your project failed."; 
 } 
 
 // g. Close connection 
 pg_close($connection); 
 echo 'Success'; 
 
 ?> 
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Appendix IV – Sample code: PHP to output XML 
This PHP sample code parses data from MySQL into XML format. The PHP connects to MySQL 
database, and select all required data, in this case all tree data, and iterate through each rows and print 
out XML nodes for each.  

<?php 
 
require("phpsqlajax_dbinfo.php"); 
function parseToXML($htmlStr)  
{ $xmlStr=str_replace('<','&lt;',$htmlStr);  
$xmlStr=str_replace('>','&gt;',$xmlStr);  
$xmlStr=str_replace('"','&quot;',$xmlStr);  
$xmlStr=str_replace("'",'&#39;',$xmlStr);  
$xmlStr=str_replace("&",'&amp;',$xmlStr);  
return $xmlStr; }  
 
// a. Opens a connection to a MySQL server 
$connection=mysql_connect (localhost, $username, $password); 
if (!$connection) { 
  die('Not connected : ' . mysql_error()); 
} 
 
// b. Set the active MySQL database 
$db_selected = mysql_select_db($database, $connection); 
if (!$db_selected) { 
  die ('Can\'t use db : ' . mysql_error());} 
 
// c. Select all the rows in the markers table 
$query = "SELECT * FROM Tree_wgs84_try WHERE 1"; 
$result = mysql_query($query); 
if (!$result) { 
  die('Invalid query: ' . mysql_error());} 
header("Content-type: text/xml"); 
 
// d. Start XML file, echo parent node 
echo '<markers>'; 
 
// e. Iterate through the rows, printing XML nodes for each 
while ($row = @mysql_fetch_assoc($result)){ 
 
  // f- Add to XML document node  
  echo '<marker '; 
  echo 'lat="' . $row['lat'] . '" '; 
  echo 'lng="' . $row['lng'] . '" '; 
  echo 'type="' . $row['type'] . '" '; 
  echo '/>'; 
} 
 
// g. End XML file 
echo '</markers>'; 
 
?> 


